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Editorial-Announcement

Abstract
Journal of Medical Toxicology and Clinical Forensic Medicine is a Scholarly Open Access scientific journal which deals 
with both toxicology and Forensic medicine. Medical Toxicology is nothing but a medical subspecialty concentrating on 
the analysis, supervision and prevention of harming and additional adversative health issues due to medicines, work-
related and ecological contaminants, and organic causes. Clinical Forensic Medicine (CFM) is a health field which deals 
with the collaboration of clinical medicine and the law.

Forensic analysis studies the arranged information with respect to events of occurred crime. Forensic analysis is used to 
determine and understand the outlines of the total activities. The data from claim organizations or from their original 
files is stated to as arranged data. Formless data in comparison is taken from statement and applications or from 
mobile expedients. This data has no all-embracing configuration and investigation there of means relating keywords or 
plotting message arrangements. Study of formless information is generally called to as Computer forensics. The analysis 
of huge sizes of information is usually implemented in a distinct record arrangement run by the investigation crew. 
Active organizations are generally not dimensioned to course broad separate analysis without disturbing the consistent 
customers. Forensic Analysis is systematically desirable to examine data duplicates on distinct systems and safeguard the 
analysis crews contrary to the allegation of changing unique data. Criminal investigation is an earliest science that might 
have origins as far-off as circa 1700 BCE in the literatures of the Code of Hammurabi. In the code it is recommended that 
equally the accuser and accused had the correct to present proof they collected. In the current era criminal research are 
most frequently done by government police forces. Private investigators are also usually employed to ample or assist in 
criminal investigations.


